The colours of our plastic packaging which are always available are shown on the next 6 pages. In addition to our 11 standard colours you can choose from a range of 114 special colours. Among them are transparent, semi-transparent and metallic colourings.

Please note that the illustrations are not colour-binding. We recommend to match the colour with a Pantone Formula Guide to define the colour shade precisely.

Of course, we can also produce your packaging in RAL and HKS colour shades or even in your specific brand colours.

**Jokey Standard Colours**

- **Jokey 101** (semitransparent) Pantone 427 C 25%
- **Jokey 102** Pantone
- **Jokey 105** Pantone Yellow C 25%
- **Jokey 202** Pantone 107 C
- **Jokey 207** Pantone 165 C
- **Jokey 303** Pantone 186 C P
- **Jokey 408** Pantone 2728 C
- **Jokey 505** Pantone 354 C
- **Jokey 601** Pantone Cool Grey 3 C
- **Jokey 609** Pantone 4695 C
- **Jokey 701** Pantone Process Black C
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